
Save time and reduce unnecessary costs: With the ability to monitor server 

activity in real-time, companies can avoid suffering from undetected user-

based threats.

With TSPlus Server Genius, save your company money by monitoring 

applications licensed “by users” and detecting over-licensed applications or 

even unused software! 

TSplus Server Genius helps you optimize your software, hardware and 

network resources. It can also help Administrators find quick-wins such as 

moving some users to an under-used server. Clear and concise reporting

makes planning for infrastructure upgrades easier than ever.

TSplus Server Genius gives you data about your server’s usage (CPU, 

Memory, I/O, Disks), application usage and users on Remote Desktop 

Services. Get reports on your website’s health, performance and availability.

TSplus Server Genius is the easiest monitoring and reporting solution to setup. It is easy to 

install, use and maintain. Our data collection technology extracts the most useful

information about Windows RDP hosts and Remote Desktop Services infrastructure from

your servers and websites.

Install it on your server in 30 seconds and get a clear understanding performance and 

benefits. It just works out of the box, displaying the most useful data extracted from your

server and website. 

Track changes, resources usage and events with real-time email alerts: don’t wait for your

users to complain! The Web interface allows you to get a complete overview of your

server and website activities even from your tablet or smartphone!



Check real-time RD Session Host performance at a glance.

Measure bandwidth usage, gain important information for 

future network upgrades,and much more. Track inventory

and ensure License compliance. Never find yourself over- or 

under-licensed with license usage reports. Avoid penalties 

and decrease your costs by detecting unused licenses.

Get information about employee activities when they are 

connected to Remote Desktop Services.

With session recording, TSplus Server Genius records all 

user activity from the moment a user logs into a Windows 

machine via RDP or Terminal Server.

Use TSplus Server Genius to track monthly or daily

activities, identify the most active hours, and monitor user 

activity by day. Monitor the total time users spend using a 

specific app.  Reveal important audit information about 

applications and determine the most frequently used and 

the most appreciated applications on an RDP host server.

Receive real-time alerts from anywhere in the world 

and troubleshoot important issues faster. TSplus Server 

Genius performance and application analytics instantly

alert IT teams to abnormal or suspicious user activity on 

the web interface, with enabled popups or by email. 

The performance and usage analytics generated by TSplus 

Server Genius allow administrators to customize which

events trigger alerts and how they would like to receive

them. Access the reports anywhere anytime with our user-

friendly web application fully compatible with tablets (iPad, 

Android, Surface...) and mobile phones (iPhone, Android, 

Windows...).

Startup Edition: Monitor 5 Servers and 5 Websites.

Business Edition: Monitor 10 Servers and 10 Websites.

3 Editions are available:

Essentials: Monitor one Server and one Website.
Windows 7, 8, 10.

Windows Server 2008 / 2008 R2, 2012 / 2012 R2 / 2016 / 2019.

Server Genius is compatible with the following OSs (32 and 64-bit):

https://tsplus.net/security-companions#server-genius

